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Benefits of Rotational Shot: How, 
When, and Why to Teach the 

Spin

David Dumble
Arizona State University

Why?Why?

� Longer path of acceleration of body and shot.

� Rotational acceleration of the body around a 
vertical axis does not take much ring space, 
therefore there is potentially more time and 
acceleration during the spin.

Accelerating RotationallyAccelerating Rotationally

� Rotational acceleration is only created when in 
double support phase.

� In single support phase the athlete can only 
accelerate linear.

� The flight phase cannot create any acceleration.

Physical AttributesPhysical Attributes

� Shorter
� Athlete can make up for shorter levers with increased 

balance and rotational velocity.

� Heavier
� It is easier to accelerate a big body rotationally vs. lineral

� Not as explosive
� Athlete has a longer path to get up to release speed.

Compliments DiscusCompliments Discus
� Rotational shot helps develop 

discus skills simultaneously 
and vice versa.
� The athlete can work on 

developing rotational 
elements of throwing in both 
workouts.

� Some athletes learn better 
in shot and carry over to 
discus and vice versa.

Jessica PressleyJessica Pressley

� Shot progression

� HS Glide 51’ 5”

� RS 48’ 8.25”

� Fr. 55’ 11.25”

� So. 56’ 4.75”

� Jr. 59’ 7”

� Sr. 61’ 7.5”

� Discus Progression

� HS 146’ 6”

� RS 159’ 2”

� Fr. 180’ 8”

� So. 184’ 4”

� Jr. 179’ 5”

� Sr. ??
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Negatives to SpinNegatives to Spin

� More complex balance and rhythm.

� May require more reps to perfect

� May be more inconsistent during pressure 
situations.

When?When?
� Ideally it would be 

beneficial to start 
spinning from the 
beginning of their 
career. 

� The athlete can log 
many more reps and 
begin to master the 
difficult motions.

When To Switch From When To Switch From 
GlideGlide

� Look at the timeline for the athlete.
� It usually takes about a year to get comfortable with spinning 

and the balance necessary to show stability and consistency 
in pressure situations.

� If the athlete is a good discus thrower and has experience 
rotating, it may make the transition time shorter.

� When an athlete wants to switch to spin. The more 
they are motivated, the easier the transition.

How?How?
� Through a series of drills that build on one another.

� Start with the stand throw and move back.

� Spend plenty of time doing drills. This is the time to 
perfect difficult motions.

� Take time to allow the new balance, positions and rhythm 
to develop. 
� Throwing into wall

� Throwing different implements (Medicine Balls)

Drill ProgressionDrill Progression
� Non-Reverse stand throw

� Reverse stand throw

� Half turn

� Step in

� South African

� Full

� Use a combination of drills and throws 

Areas of FocusAreas of Focus

� Rotational work
� Rotational awareness
� Learn new rhythm

� Stand throw
� Different shot path of delivery than glide
� Different timing than glide

� Spatial awareness/Balance
� Focal points and snap shots
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PVC Pipe DrillsPVC Pipe Drills Wheel NonWheel Non--ReverseReverse

Medicine Ball DrillsMedicine Ball Drills

� Non-Reverse

� Wheel Non-Reverse

� Step-in Non-Reverse

� South African Non-Reverse

� Full Non-Reverse

MB Stand ThrowMB Stand Throw

Step InStep In South AfricanSouth African
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FullFull Questions?Questions?


